Talk 1

**Voice and Body.** Talked loud enough? Wrote big enough? Looked at the audience when speaking? Used boards correctly?

**Interaction with the audience.** Encouraged questions? Attentive to the interrogations of the audience? Made an effort to answer the questions? Adapted the rhythm to the audience?

**Structure.** The structure of the presentation was clear? I could know what the speaker was aiming for at all time? The structure of the proofs was clear?

**Content.** The topic was well chosen (interesting, right level of difficulty)? The subject was well motivated (through intro speech, examples, applications)? The main definitions and results were explained clearly, and I will remember them? I learned some new ideas and concepts?

Additional remarks.

---

Talk 2

**Voice and Body.** Talked loud enough? Wrote big enough? Looked at the audience when speaking? Used boards correctly?

**Interaction with the audience.** Encouraged questions? Attentive to the interrogations of the audience? Made an effort to answer the questions? Adapted the rhythm to the audience?

**Structure.** The structure of the presentation was clear? I could know what the speaker was aiming for at all time? The structure of the proofs was clear?

**Content.** The topic was well chosen (interesting, right level of difficulty)? The subject was well motivated (through intro speech, examples, applications)? The main definitions and results were explained clearly, and I will remember them? I learned some new ideas and concepts?

Additional remarks.